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2. Background: 
“The pipeline theory” predicts that the number of female scientists, engineers, and
academic leaders will increase as more girls become interested in science. There is,
however, controversy regarding this claim. This study explores one aspect of this
issue through a systematic review.

In the first stage of our research, we retrieved 246 articles written in English
between 1985 and 2015 and 139 articles whose abstracts were available and
published over the last ten years (2006 to 2015) (Yokoyama et al, 2017). No works
written in Japanese were identified, and most articles were about the U. S. A. (this
probably indicates that the theory has mainly been a foundation of the U. S. A.
policy). However, numbers of female researchers and academic leaders have not
increased at the rates anticipated. The theory has thus received some criticism. For
instance, it was said that women dropped out at every stage—a phenomenon
called the “leaky pipeline.” The term “pipeline” was still used, however, and
programs based on the theory have been implemented in various institutions over
the last decade.

1. Objectives:
The purpose of our research team project is to examine how “the pipeline theory” 
has contributed to the theoretical foundation of policies that promote female 
participation in STEM fields. "The pipeline theory" has an over three-decade-long 
history. This poster presentation aims to analyze the use conditions of the term 
“pipeline” in a variety of scholarly articles.  

3. Methods:
This systematic review surveys articles ranging from 1970 to 2015. We retrieved 
English articles through Google Scholar, ERIC, PubMed, and CiNii, and Japanese 
articles through CiNii with the search terms presented in Table 1. Then, we 
categorized the articles into fields, countries/regions, and journal types. 

When there were multiple countries and fields in one article, we counted them all.  
When we could not identify object countries/regions, and fields, we excluded them. 

7. Conclusion:
This analysis shows that the use of the term “pipeline” has evidently increased in spite 
of the criticisms against  the “pipeline theory.” We need to study if the policies like 
ADVANCE program, in the U. S. A, have affected the use or not.

Japanese researchers and policy makers need to analyze the situation and 
continue to discuss the theory.
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6. Discussion:
At first glance, the total number of articles increased considerably in the last
decade.
1) Countries/Regions: Object countries in the articles that dealt with “pipeline”

increased in all terms; three, seven, and 18 countries respectively. The U. S. A.
had the most across all terms. This may be because “the pipeline theory” was
suggested in the U. S. A. first (Berryman, 1983), and our search was processed
only in English and Japanese. Countries have also expanded the areas where
English is spoken and Europe, to parts of Asia, like Qatar, India, and Japan.

2) Fields: Object fields in the articles that dealt with the “pipeline” had modestly
increased in three terms; eight, 17, 15, respectively. Medicine showed a rapid
rise in the last decade, and “STEM” appeared in the second decade and
increased considerably in the last decade.

3) Journals/Media: Academic Medicine: Journal of the Association of American
Medical College most frequently published the articles that dealt with
“pipeline”. While Medical and Engineering journals or conference seem to have
treated “pipeline” frequently, Journals/media that dealt with “pipeline” were
diverse.
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4. Overview:
We retrieved articles that used the search 
terms mentioned above. At first, 371 
articles ranging from 1985–2015 were 
retrieved, then we narrowed this to 243
articles (see Fig. 1). Then, we divided the 
time periods into three groups; 1985–
1995, 1996–2005, and 2006–2015. 
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5. Results:

Table 1. Search Method
Datebase Search terms range retrieval objects language

Google Scholar
pipeline female OR

women OR Woman
1970-2015

titles of articles

("citation" were

included, but "patents"

were exluded.)

English

ERIC

title: pipeline female

OR women OR

Woman

-2015 titles of articles English

PubMed
pipeline female

career
1970-2015 all English

pileline AND

(woman OR women

OR female)

1970-2015 all English

パイプライン　女性 1970-2015 all Japanese

Cinii

Table 2. Number of articles

period 1985-1995 1996-2005 2006-2015 total

number 28 66 149 243

Table 4. Number of countries/Regions
period 1985-1995 1996-2005 2006-2015

number 3 7 18

Table 5. Number of fields
period 1985-1995 1996-2005 2006-2015

number 8 17 15

title number

Academic Medicine: Journal of the Association of American Medical

College.
13

Abstracts of presentations at American Chemical Society 6

Journal of Dental Education 6

Journal of the National Medical Association 6

Proceedings of the meetings of American Society for Engineering

Education
5

Women in Engineering ProActive Network 5

Computing Research News 4

Engineering Education 4

European Journal of Engineering Education 4

Science 4

Journal of Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering 3

Journal of Women's Health 3

ACM SIGCSE Bulletin 2

Chronicle of Higher Education 2

Presentations of European Gender Research Conference 2

Journal of Health Education 2

Journal of Women in Educational Leadership 2

Nature 2

Report presented at The National Science Foundation 2

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States

of America
2

Journals or other media which published articles on "pipeline" once  : 143

Number of "Dissertation" which published on "pipeline" in this

period:
12

Table 3.  Journals/media that published more than two articles

（1985-2015）.

Dissertations in this period are also shown at the bottom.
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